
SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATORS REPORT

DATE occurrence April 30 2015

TIME occurrence 0007 Hours

LOCATION 3200 Hancock Street San Diego

SUBJECT OIS/ Special Investigation SDPD Case 15-018209
Incident 15040052879
Officer BROWDER Neal Nick 4295

Suspect RAWSHANNEHAD Fridoon O/M 42 DOB 04/01/73

OFFICER INTERVIEWED BROWDER Neal ID 4295 P.0.11

H/M 51 DOB 03/16/64

SDPDIWestern Patrol/3 Watch

5215 Gaines Street

San Diego CA 92110

Phone 619 692-4800

Date of Hire 02/11/1988

Ht 6OO Wt 235 lbs

WEAPON USED .45 Caliber Glock 21 Serial FRT764

INTERVIEW OF OFFICER BROWDER

On April 30 2015 Homicide Team was called out to the area of 3200 Hancock Street in Western Division

to investigate an Officer Involved Shooting Detectives arrived and received patrol briefing from Sergeant

Rick AGUTLAR Detectives learned that at 0005 hours Police Communications Division received 9-1-1

call from clerk at the High-lite Bookstore located at 3203 Hancock Street stated

he was threatened by man with knife in the alley adjacent to the bookstore where he works said

the man told him he was going to kill him and that he was dead man The suspect left and later returned

saying something to the effect of that he was going to kill him said he saw an officer Neal

BROWDER arrive and confronted the suspect in the alley did not see the confrontation but said he

heard the officer yell drop it and he then heard one shot said he saw the officer apply first aid to the

injured suspect

Sergeant AGUILAR also identified another witness who was standing by waiting to talk to

the detectives

The shooting officer Nick BROWDER was at Western Division waiting on his peer support officer and

attorney

Sergeant AGUILAR also identified Officers Vincent DAO 122 and Dan LAUGHLIN 7133 as the other

officers who arrived in the area shortly after Officer BROWDER

The suspect was identified as Fridoon RAWSHANNEHAD an Afghan male with DOB of

He was taken to UCSD Hospital and he was pronounced dead at 0039 hours by He
suffered single gunshot wound to the upper torso
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After the briefing assigned Team Detectives to various duties at the scene Detective Jana BEARD
conducted the crime scene investigation She located one shell casing some medical intervention equipment

and pen in the crime scene area where RAWSHANNEHAD was shot

Detectives Chris LEAHY Dan BUROW and Kate ALLISON spoke to potential witnesses in the area and

searched for potential video footage

At 0309 hours Officer BROWDER and his attorney Brad FIELDS returned to the area of 3200 Hancock Street

to give safety walkthrough statement in the area where the shooting took place The intent of this statement

was to learn the number of shots fired the direction the shots were fired and to identify any potential items of

evidentiary value in the area the detectives and lab personnel needed to collect as part of the investigation The

purpose was not to get into any details of why Officer BROWDER fired his weapon or in any way be an

interview of the specifics of the shooting documented our conversation below My documentation is not

intended to be word for word account of each word said during the walk-through but it is detailed

summary of what was said during the three minute conversation The conversation was recorded and will be

included with the evidence associated with this case

Officer BROWDER identified the area where he believed he stopped his patrol car in the north end of the west

alley of 3700 Riley Street which is directly off of 3200 Hancock Street Officer BROWDER said he shot one

round from his handgun at the suspect who was standing in the alley Officer BROWDER pointed south into

the alley to indicate the direction he fired asked Officer BROWDER if he saw any weapons and he stated

No asked this question to learn what evidence we needed to look for in the alley At this point Police

Officers Association Attorney Brad FIELDS interjected and said Officer BROWDER would not be answering

that at this time told Mr FIELDS was asking so that we would be able to locate and account for anything in

the alley Mr FIELDS said he understood then asked Mr FIELDS and Officer BROWDER if there was

anything we should know to help us locate evidence in the alley Mr FIELDS said he didnt think there was

anything more than already knew

At that point in the conversation Lieutenant Mike HASTINGS interjected and said Lets just stop there to

end the dialogue between Attorney Brad FIELDS and Lieutenant HASTINGS asked Officer BROWDER
what kind of handgun he carried and how he loaded his magazine in his gun Officer BROWDER said he

carried Glock 21 and he loaded the magazine in his gun to full capacity He believed his magazine held 13

rounds Also present for the walk-through with Officer BROWDER was Detectives Dan BUROW 5268
Kate ALLISON 5806 and Jana BEARD 4807 Captain Dave NISLEIT 4303 Officer Steve

WALDHEIM 55 14 Sergeant Marshal WHITE 4100 Crime Scene Specialists Katie BOYD 8260 and

Heather MORREIRA 8702 Criminalist Shawn MONPETIT 8673 and Lieutenant Mike HASTINGS

The walk-through and safety statement concluded at 0312 hours

Attorney Brad FIELDS advised me Officer BROWDER would not be available for an interview at this time
but was willing to come to the Homicide Office to turn in his gun to the lab for evidence processing and to have

his pictures taken Detective ALLISON and Crime Scene Specialist Katie BOYD handled the photos and gun
collection with Officer BROWDER provided Officer BROWDER with replacement gun while his was

being processed by the lab Detective ALLISON also assisted with collecting Officer BROWDERS Body
Worn Camera to search for any possible video of the shooting Officer BROWDER stated he did not turn on
his camera because the events evolved too quickly to do so Detective ALLISON will be documenting Officers

BROWDERS evidence processing in another report
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On April 30 2015 Detectives ALLISON and BUROW collected video evidence from neighboring business

of the shooting of Fridoon RAWSHANNEHAD The video included RAWSHANNEHAD with an object in his

hands walking towards Officer BROWDER and Officer BROWDER ultimately shooting him There was no
audio for the collected video

On May 2015 at approximately 0800 hours Officer BROWDER and his Attorney Brad FIELDS came to the

Homicide Office for an interview at approximately 0800 hours Lieutenant Mike HASTINGS directed me to

prepare disc of the shooting incident video footage for Officer BROWDER and his Attorney to view prior to

the interview The purpose of the viewing was so that he could refresh his memory of the events from April 30
2015 BROWDER and FIELDS took approximately 20 minutes to view the video in Lieutenant HASTINGS
office At approximately 0841 hours Lieutenant HASTINGS Officer BROWDER Attorney Brad FIELDS
and conducted the following interview in Homicide Office Conference Room The interview was recorded

in its entirety and is documented below in word for word format The statement was typed by Word
Processor Rebecca AGUILAR and have reviewed the documented statement for accuracy

MH Mike HASTINGS Lieutenant SDPD Homicide Unit

MDT Manny DEL TORO Sergeant SDPD Homicide Unit

NB Neal BROWDER Officer SDPD Western Division

BF Brad FIELDS POA Legal Representative

MDT Okay this is going to be Sergeant Manny DEL TORO ID 4754 The date today is

Tuesday May 5th 2015 The time is 0841 hours Im here in an interview with Officer

Neal BROWDER and for the people typing this its going to be BROWDER B-R-O-W
D-E-R first name of Neal N-E-A-L middle name of Nicholas and he is Junior Also

with his attorney Brad FIELDS and my supervisor and Homicide Lieutenant Lieutenant

Mike HASTINGS And whats your ID number

MH 5-1-7-0

MDT 5-1-7-0 Okay So...prefer Nick or Neal
NB Nick

MDT Nick Okay Nick theres gonna be some theres some paper if you need to draw

anything out uh diagrams If you if you need to uh otherwise Im just gonna ask you

some questions regarding the officer involved shooting you were in last night Or not last

night but uh back on the 30th at approximately 0007 hours Im gonna ask you to ...if

you can take me back to that night Lets go ahead and start the radio call you were on
or how you came to that situation where you were involved in the shooting

NB Okay essentially was parked by the theres Pet-Smart Its approximately Id say

about three maybe three to four blocks away was in the parking lot there and was

just working on the computer

MDT Urn huh

NB was looking at some of the policies because was getting into the process of getting my
paperwork together studying for the sergeants exam Then thats when the uh the call

came out And it came out as as hot call It came out as an Asian male armed with

knife beside the adult book store which is next to Le Girls
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MDT Urn huh

NB over by the body shop

MDT Urn huh

NB So as Im listening to the radio uh the call came out. .the call came out as that he was

threatening people that were inside the uh the adult bookstore And then heard two

officers that were assigned that call They were coming from distance think they

were coming like from Ocean Beach So was the closest unit there So went ahead

and volunteered for the radio call

MDT Okay Now can you give me your. .you gave me some information Can you give me
other information regarding that call as far as in your mind did you formulate what kind

of call you were going to
NB Yeah the call was pretty fluid so it sounded pretty valid to me The call came with the

dispatcher describing the other suspect as an Asian male believe wearing gray shirt

and either gray shorts or jeans Armed with knife threatening the clerk inside the store

And as the call. .so went ahead started putting myselfon the call and was going en

route to the call then the updated information was that the suspect left the adult

bookstore and was walking down towards the alley Thats where he was last seen

So as soon as arrived on scene do remember there was someone in the parking lot and

he pointed towards the alley And then thats where yeah Im assuming thats probably

where he last saw the suspect and so pulled the car forward more up into the alley

MDT Okay Let me just stop you right there Now you mentioned threatening the guy thats

working the bookstore

NB Right

MDT Do you remember. .did they describe the type of threats and any potential weapons
involved

NB Yes Yeah the call came out that he was threatening the clerk with knife That he was

armed with knife

MDT Okay And that information that came out over the air you heard that from

Communications

NB Yes

MDT Okay So you see this person there and he directs you that the person may be in the

alley

NB Right There was...I dont know if that was the reporting party or who it was but there

was someone that was actually in the parking lot and he was pointing sic to the

direction of the alley

MDT Okay And in the alley whatd you see
NB Well when pulled into the alley see and it would appear to me to be an Asian male

that matched the description that was given by the Communications And he was wearing
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gray shirt and it looked like he was wearing blue jean shorts And Im seeing it Hes
coming through the alley and hes like aggressing my car And then wanted to make
sure had the right person so grabbed the mike and then asked dispatch again said

Can you confirm you know what the suspect is wearing And then she put out to my
knowledge its he was wearing gray sweater believe she said red shirt and either

blue blue uh jeans or gray shorts So knew that that was the guy that had mean he

was coming aggressing my car

MDT Okay Let me just. .stop right there At what point did you first see that individual

NB When saw him initially want to say he was between maybe twenty-five to thirty feet

away maybe from from my car

MDT Okay so and where was your car located when you first saw him
NB Theres parking lot right next to...would be to the drivers side door

MDT Urn huh

NB And then just. .cause actually had parked right in the middle of the alley And then just

to the uh to the left of my car there was couple of dumpsters right there

MDT Urn huh

NB So when rolled up popped my door open because saw him as he was starting to walk

towards my car

MDT Okay Now was this before or after the one witness told you or pointed into the alley
NB Well as soon as the witness pointed in the alley cause was already stopped

MDT Okay
NB The witness was directing me towards the alley He was pointing towards the alley And

then as soon as looked up then thats when saw the suspect

MDT Okay so just to make sure have the sequence of events correctly you go into the alley

NB Right

MDT This. .you see this witness whose pointing You look down and you see uh the person

you described

NB Right

MDT Okay So now you mentioned the word aggressing Can you describe that behavior to

me
NB Yeah He was walking at fast pace mean right towards my car And see ..I see

something in his hand and then thats what keyed on and it looked like it was metal

object And it was. .1 could see the reflection off the light And it was probably from the

light from my cars And the first thing in my mind is Hes armed with knife mean
thats thats the first thought that was coming through my mind after Hes still armed

with knife And then the next thing is like why isnt he stopping For for some
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reason couldnt get it out of my. .that this guy is not stopping you know And thats

when bailed out of my car

MDT Okay Uh and at that point were any words exchanged either from you or the person

you saw in the alley

NB You know at that point it happened so quick cant even remember if told him

anything or not at that point to be honest with you

MDT Okay
NB dont remember

MDT Okay And can you tell me at what point. .you describe this individual coming to you
And you said at quick pace

NB Yeah

MDT Is that correct just want to make sure use your descriptors Uh hes coming towards

you and you dont recall if any words were exchanged You notice something in his

hand
NB Right

MDT Was he doing anything with that object or anything specific about it Do you remember

which hand
NB Well it appeared it was in his left hand and he had it down at an angle but could see the

point of the object sticking out of the uh out of uh...it was just like how you would hold

knife If youre holding up the knife in a. .by the handle and then saw probably about

four inch dont know about three to four inches of this object sticking out of left hand

And you know it appeared to be metal to me So mean Im thinking its it was knife

And the thing was is that he kept coming up to you as. .he was aggressive like on the

drivers side of the car door Like on my side of the car door So got out and made

sure cleared the car door and then he wasnt stopping And still saw this object in his

hand and swear thought he was goima stab me And then thats why just fired

MDT Okay At what. .do you.. can you recall the distance in your mind as far as how far do

you think he was And you can use objects in the alley or your car as reference point

NB Sighs Uh it appeared to me that he was within ten to fifteen feet from where was

standing to where actually fired that first round

MDT Okay And what was the effect of that round
NB He immediately uh started screaming and then he went he fell to the ground

MDT Okay And at that time did you have the opportunity.. .or what what were your actions

after that After he went down
NB Well as soon as soon as he hit the ground mean just went in reholstered my gun

and ran up to him pulled his shirt open because didnt know where he was shot at And
then thats when noticed hit him in the upper chest
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MDT Okay Uh at the time.. .now you mentioned that this evolved pretty quickly And dont

know if you had but do need to cover it in case you did Did any other force options

cross your mind at the time
NB didnt even have chance mean it didnt even it cross my mind It happened that

quick didnt have chance to use any other force options

MDT Okay Now in your mind if you had not if you had not fired what did you believe was

potential outcome of of this The person coming towards you
NB Oh he was gonna stab me theres no doubt in my mind that he was gonna stab me

Thats thats the only thing was thinking about when he was aggressing my car On my
side of the car door

MDT Okay Lieutenant can you think of anything else

MH Nick can you go back to the initial radio call And can you can you recall the actual

radio call itself Uh the information that you were getting Was it delayed information

Or do you recall

NB Uh dont believe it was delayed information L.T think it was real time information

Because it came out as hot call

MH Okay
NB Uh from what can remember the dispatcher described him as an Asian male about 40

to 50 years old wearing gray sweater And like said either blue jean shorts or gray

colored shorts Uh armed with knife Uh God cant remember if they mentioned the

height The description of his height or not But he was inside the adult book store and

he was threatening people with knife inside the adult bookstore

MH He was threatening people

NB Yes

MH Theyre saying

NB Urn huh

MH Okay And so when you get there know Manny cleaned this up little bit

NB Umhuh

MH And youd wed mentioned it When you get there and you see this person pointing

towards the alley where is your car at that point Do you recall

NB My car is probably...

MH In other words heres the question Are you on the street or are you in the alley
NB No Im actually Im actually pulled into the alley

MH Okay
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NB So it which is adjacent to the parking lot which is to my left And the uh believe the

dumpsters were probably maybe about maybe fifteen feet in front of my car want to

say

MH Okay
NB Yeah

MH And after the person points to the alley does your car move anymore or does it stay

where its at

NB No actually moved the car up little bit And then see him and then hes like

coming towards the car And put the car in park And then at that point grab my uh
ra..believed to be the start of radio the uh my mike and Im confirming the description

of the suspect again with Communications

MH Okay
NB So as Im doing that mean hes still coming and hes still coming towards my car

Then throw the mike down on the uh on the passenger seat And thats when

immediately got out of the car cause had my car door propped open

MH Okay When you see who you believe is now the suspect

NB Umhuh

MH And using the direction where youre standing when you fired did you initially see the

suspect on the right side of the alley or the left side of the alley

NB As hes walking towards me

MH Yes
NB Hes walking towards like the drivers side doors so that would be to my left

MH So hes already on that side of the car

NB Hes already on the left side of the car

MH Okay
NB would say yeah

MH Uh and you say aggressing And know Manny asked this and dont want to beat

dead horse here but tell me physically what aggressing is to you
NB Sighs Aggressing is like he he was focused It seemed like he was focused on me

because as Im watching him hes walking He sees me and then he almost like literally

turns towards the drivers side car door And hes like literally walking towards me Hes

walking at me And what mean by an aggressive manner mean the knife was still in

his hand It was down to his side He wasnt dropping it And it just happened quick

mean he was just mean it almost seemed like he was uh dont know It almost

seemed to me in my mind is that he was just so focused on me or the direction where

was at Cause he was like walking right at me Thats thats what can remember And

what can remember you know like said before he wasnt stopping And think that
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kind of threw me off for minute because normally you know Ive been doing this job

long time And normally when cop rolls up on it they know that youre police

officer You know theyll stop You know theyll either wait for directions or theyll

turn or theyll take off running Theyll do something completely different And think

what what what uh scared the shit out of me in sense is the fact the guy wasnt

stopping mean he kept coming towards me And then thats when said This guys

gonna stab me And at that point thats the only option thought had to do was...thats

when shot him

MH Okay
NB Yeah

MH What were you wearing that night

NB was wearing police uniform uh just like regular San Diego Police Department
uniform and my badge My plates and...

MH What were you driving

NB Its marked patrol car

MH And when this happened was it light or dark outside

NB Uh we had...it was dark outside Uh there were some ambient light and think it was

from the business from the business itself cant recall whether or not there is. .1

believe there might be an out light but think thats from the actual business of the body

shop It kind of illuminates the alley little bit

MH Any other lighting you recall

NB Uh just the lights from my my patrol car had my patrol car lights on Just the head

beams

MH Thats all have Manny
MDT Okay uh now after you said you went and administered first aid on this person do you

recall uh did you put out anything over the air after that

MH Yes put out uh shots fired and uh think thats the only thing put out put out my
unit said 615 John shots fired And then by that time uh the other officers that were

assigned to the call they were rolling on up Uh the suspect was down on the ground
think what remembered is that pulled his shirt open because wanted to see exactly

where he was hit saw that he had an upper gunshot wound to his chest and started

mainly putting first aid on it Literally stuck my..just based on the training that Ive

had in the past you know uh with special gunshot wounds either you pack the wound or

you plug the hole So literally stuck my finger in the guys bullet hole and and more

just to apply pressure there until uh we could get paramedics or someone that had some

gauze One thing kept remembering is that remember when Dan LAUGHLIN rolled

up kept asking Say you got any gauze You got any gauze we can pack this stuff

Pack his wound and then uh think he he went back to his car to check to see if he had

some gauze He came back dont believe he did and think there was another officer
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And its DAO asked him if he had any gauze in his car But in the meantime while

theyre doing that literally have their finger in this guys uh in the gunshot wound Just

trying to plug the hole to keep him from bleeding out And then uh we just kept

reassuring the guy hes gonna be okay and its you know everythings okay Hang in

there Hang in there Hang in there And then for the life of me it it seemed like it

took forever for paramedics to get there You know uh and by that time theres group

of officers there and theyre just trying to help me with the first aid part of it

MDT Okay Uh two more questions The last thing is now you were equipped with body

camera that night Uh we reviewed it and didnt find any body camera Can you tell us

about that As far as body cam
NB Right Well we normally...uh my body camera was malfunctioning

MDT Umhuh
NB For for at least three weeks turned it in to Ops Support They sent it back believe to

the uh manufacture They sent it back saying that the camera was fixed Uh think the

week prior or few days prior to that was having issues with the sync cord because the

camera wasnt mirroring up with the battery pack It was going through these different

life sequences which means thats its not. .if you turn the camera on it wouldnt record

properly because it wasnt going to proper. .1 dont know it had something to do with the

sync cord So turned that back in

MDT Urn huh

NB And just got back the camera back believe two days ago Where the incident and

normally what happens is is that dont turn that camera on until Im actually out of my
car And uh and then Ill turn the camera on while Im actually walking up to the scene

But in this case here it was just so quick and so fluid just didnt have chance mean
that was the last thing was thinking about

MDT Okay
NB Was turn that camera on

MDT Okay Uh and last thing is you were at the scene Youre doing first aid You described

earlier that you saw the reflection of an object in this individuals uh you thought was

his left hand
NB Right

MDT Oh okay Now did you see what that object was at any point that evening or what

happened
NB Yes did

MDT Okay
NB It was uh think it was metallic pen that was uh laying next to him and believe

think it was blue But it was like metallic blue

MDT Okay
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NB And uh yeah that was there on the sidewalk

MDT All right

BF have few questions

MDT Yeah Go right ahead

BF Uh believe you said when you fired the one round he was approximately ten to fifteen

feet away from you and advancing on you And think you described that in some detail

with sort of how he was advancing Uh your training experience How quickly could

somebody from that distance literally be on top of you and and able to uh assault or or

kill you with knife How quickly can that happen
NB Ub thats thats in matter of seconds mean in the past when first came on the the

we would always use the quote unquote the 21 foot rule If theyre within that 21 feet

you know they can really be on top of you and stabbing you before you react to that Uh
to counteract the assault Uh now the way that the training that theyre putting out now
or the information thats available now its even further out So uh theyre trying to get

away from that So theyre trying to get away from that quote unquote 21 foot rule But

now think theyre trying to extend that distance out even further because think theres

documentation now that someone armed with knife that can literally run up on someone

before youre able to react to that or already being stabbed

BF Either way this the suspect was inside

NB Oh yeah absolutely

BF By..

NB Yeah

BF your old school standards or new standards inside that danger zone correct

NB Yes absolutely

BF And believe you said and in fact think you even said it you know hes coming at

you with knife How was he holding. .and and it appears as though it might have

ended up being this metallic pen that you described How was he holding that object uh
as he was advancing on you

NB Uh he had it in his left hand and could see like said about three inches of the that

object sticking out of his hand And he actually had it pointed in my direction And like

said you know with the lighting that had you know interpreted that it was knife

BF Was he. .he wasnt holding it like somebody would hold pen to write uh notes

NB No no no

BF He was holding it like somebody would hold knife...

NB If youre gonna stab somebody

BF If youre gonna stab somebody
NB Absolutely
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BF And believe you had said when this call came out it came out of 417 with knife that

the suspect the reporting party had reported that the suspect had knife correct

NB Yes

BF Did that figure into your your thought process as well as this individual is advancing on

you with something thats being held metallic object thats being held as if it was

knife

NB Yes yes And while was there never got any updated information that uh that he that

uh he wasnt armed mean the information had was that he was still armed with that

knife And thats thats uh how the call came out and thats how perceived it was

BF Thats all have

MDT All right Lieutenant Any additional

MH Thats it Thank you

MDT All right Were going to go ahead and uh actually Nick Do you have anything else

that you want to add
NB Uhno

MDT Thats it Okay The time now is 0903 hours and concluding the interview now

END OF DISC AT 2301

At the end of the interview coordinated the release of Officer BROWDERS gun from the lab

and collected the department gun that was loaned to Officer BROWDER on April 30 2015

Reporting Detective Sergea nuel DEL TORO ID 4754 Homicide Team

Approved by _____________________________ Date of this report 05-11-15 Time 1600 Hrs
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